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Notes to be read in conjunction with the FCA technical briefing on RMAR Section K dated 26.11.2013 

2.5 Income from the provider of a Discretionary Managed product would normally be recorded as income 

from platform provider. Set the “Invoiced via” and “Advice Type” fields in the Product detail accordingly. 

2.6 Originally columns A-F used the phrase “received from” and are now using “invoiced to”. There is an 

ongoing row between firms and the regulator about reporting on an accruals basis. As most firms use a cash 

accounting basis and to change would require a huge upheaval of accounting systems and as the dialogue is 

ongoing we are continuing to report on a cash accounting basis for the time being. Latest news suggests that 

the FCA are willing to concede this point. 

3.1 Just one to be aware of… With regards section K (investments), one-off advice includes initial income 

whereas in section L (pension schemes) one-off and initial have two separate meanings and need be recorded 

differently! 

3.2 This section effectively deals with spreading the initial cost of advice over a set period, rather than 

receiving it from the client, the provider or a mixture of the two in one go. In our opinion there are going to be 

very few cases where a firm will want to wait for a year or two to receive the whole of their initial charges and 

because of the complexity of the calculations Freedom does not offer the ability to provide this service nor 

report it into the RMAR. If you want to provide this basis of remuneration I would be happy to help create a 

separate calculation spreadsheet to run this part of Section K on a standalone basis. I may however, need to 

charge for this. 

3.3 On Freedom this must be recorded as 2 separate fee agreements. 

3.5 As above two separate fee agreements and importantly also is that the income will be recorded 

differently ie initial or fund based. 

3.7 Up until the release of this technical note, products that were pre RDR and had not been affected by a 

change were excluded from Section K. Now they need to be included if some of the commission received on 

them is used to offset current advice. So in most circumstances, these plans will now need to be included in 

Section K. To do this, set the “Invoiced via” and “Advice Type” in the product details accordingly. Leave the 

“Fee based” box as false if this was originally commission based. This will then ensure that provider income 

writes as commission in Section B but also appears in the correct part of Section K. If the product was originally 

fee based although pre RDR then the “Fee based” box should be ticked. 

4.3 As 3.2. 

5.1 Here we use the date of the Fee to determine whether it is included in the report irrespective of 

whether that fee has been settled in full or in part. 


